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A new release of the CrysTBox software is introduced. The original toolbox

allows for an automated analysis of transmission electron microscope (TEM)

images and for crystallographic visualization. The existing tools, which are

capable of highly precise analyses of high-resolution TEM images, as well as

spot, disc and ring diffraction patterns, are extended to include a tool for

automatically measuring TEM sample thickness using convergent beam electron

diffraction in a two-beam approximation. An implementation of geometric

phase analysis is newly available, employing one of the existing tools to identify

parameters and indices of crystallographic planes depicted in the input image

and allowing easier and more accurate analysis. The crystallographic visualiza-

tion capabilities are extended as well. Along with the simulated diffraction

pattern and atomic structure, a stereographic projection and inverse pole figure

tool is newly offered. A new tool able to visualize the atomic structure of two

different phases and their interface is also introduced.

1. Introduction

In the short time since it was published, CrysTBox has gained

many enthusiastic users in more than 50 countries around the

world. During this period, the suite has been further devel-

oped. Although a majority of functionalities in the three

existing tools remained virtually untouched, many features

have been improved or added. Furthermore, CrysTBox has

expanded to include three new tools. The major changes, some

of which were requested by users, are described in this paper.

The toolbox is still available at no cost for scientific and

educational purposes after completing a request form on the

CrysTBox web site (http://crystbox.fzu.cz/).

The original CrysTBox release (Klinger & Jäger, 2015;

Klinger, 2015) consisted of three tools. Analysis of spot and

disc diffraction patterns is facilitated by diffractGUI, which

enables determination of the zone axis, indexing of individual

reflections, and estimation of interplanar distances and angles.

Another tool, called ringGUI, is helpful in ring diffraction

processing. The depicted rings are detected, their radii

measured and the crystallographic planes corresponding to

individual rings identified. The precision and accuracy

achieved by these tools was discussed and demonstrated by

Klinger & Jäger (2015) and Klinger et al. (2016). The last tool

in the original suite is a crystallographic calculator and

visualization tool called cellViewer. It is intended to inter-

actively show and enumerate various quantities in direct and

reciprocal space.

In the recent CrysTBox version, there are three new tools,

each described in a dedicated paragraph below.

Geometric phase analysis (GPA) (Hÿtch, 1997; Hÿtch et al.,

1998; Fultz & Howe, 2014) is a generally accepted method for

mapping d spacing, strain and displacement in high-resolution

transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) images. This
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method is available for DigitalMicrograph (Gatan Inc.) as a

commercial plug-in or free of charge in the form of source

codes (Kim, 2015). CrysTBox offers another GPA imple-

mentation. A tool called gpaGUI is equipped with an inter-

active user interface allowing for an efficient evaluation of

measured quantities. Importantly, the image in question can

be processed by diffractGUI, which allows for a precise loca-

lization and indexing of the depicted crystallographic planes.

Instead of masking the diffraction spots manually, the user can

just select one of the identified plane systems.

Another tool, twoBeamGUI, allows for an automated

thickness measurement of a transmission electron microscope

(TEM) sample. The tool relies on a convergent beam electron

diffraction (CBED) pattern acquired in a two-beam approx-

imation. A number of authors have addressed this problem

(Kelly et al., 1975; Delille et al., 2000; Allen, 1981). Still, a fully

automated solution was lacking, although this possibility was

indicated by Delille et al. (2000) and described by Hou (2004)

without the presented tool being available. An automated

method exists for an estimation based on a zone-axis CBED

pattern (Klinger et al., 2015). That approach does not require

the TEM operator to tilt the sample to the two-beam

approximation, but relies on a simulation of CBED patterns

for a given material and zone axis, which may be time

consuming.

Since CrysTBox users were repeatedly asking for a tool

similar to cellViewer but capable of showing an interface

between two different phases, ifaceViewer has emerged. There

are advanced crystal and molecular viewers available either

commercially (Kohn, 1995; Stadelmann, 2004) or free of

charge (Hanwell et al., 2012). Still, there was obviously a need

in the community for a tool oriented more on crystal inter-

faces.

The following sections describe the CrysTBox develop-

ments in detail. A brief résumé of the original CrysTBox tools

is given in x2. The upgrades and new features introduced into

the three existing tools are discussed in x3. The three new tools

are presented in x4.

2. Original CrysTBox
To place the presented extensions in context, the original

CrysTBox version is briefly summarized here. Fig. 1 shows a

scheme depicting the three original and three new tools

together with the data flow.

The tool capable of processing various images of single-

crystalline samples is called diffractGUI. The input images

include selected area diffraction, nanobeam diffraction,

CBED and HRTEM images. Using these data, crystal orien-

tation can be determined, individual diffraction spots crys-

tallographically identified, and interplanar distances or angles

quantified.

Another tool, ringGUI, is capable of ring diffraction

analysis. The depicted rings can be identified and corre-

sponding d-spacing values can be measured. Furthermore, the

tool allows for image enhancement, making the rings more

apparent – a beam stopper can be removed, diffuse back-

ground can be subtracted etc.

The last tool of the original suite, cellViewer, can be used for

educational purposes and visualization. It offers two inter-

active views – one shows the atomic structure and the other

depicts the diffraction pattern. Since both views are func-

tionally interconnected, action in one view is immediately

reflected in another, allowing the user to see the relations

between direct and reciprocal space.

The tools have been proven to quantify d spacings with an

accuracy of up to a few picometres (Klinger & Jäger, 2015;

Klinger et al., 2016), delivering the results faster than a manual

evaluation (Klinger & Jäger, 2015). The d-spacing estimation

can be highly localized, allowing the lattice parameter varia-

tions to be measured across regions as small as 70 nm in

diameter (Klinger et al., 2016; Gartnerova et al., 2017). This

capability is combined with a high degree of automation,

eliminating much of the effort associated with manual

processing of data. These factors have led to a number of

successful applications (Klinger et al., 2016; Gartnerova et al.,

2017; Steele et al., 2016; Polyakov et al., 2016; Butanovs et al.,

2017; Singh et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2016).
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Figure 1
Schematic representation of the three original and the three new tools together with data flow.



3. New features

New functionalitites of the original CrysTBox tools (Klinger &

Jäger, 2015; Klinger, 2015) are described in the following

subsections, while the new features of CrysTBox as a whole

are addressed in the paragraphs below.

One of the generally applicable new features is a support of

crystallographic information files (CIFs). In the original

CrysTBox release, the sample material could only be defined

using a CELL file, which is not widely used in the community.

Therefore, CIF support is introduced now, making CrysTBox

compatible with a number of personal, public and private

crystallographic databases. Accessing frequently used mate-

rials should also be significantly faster and easier in the recent

release. Instead of browsing through the whole directory tree

towards the local material database, each time a new tool is

opened, the user can specify a default location for CIFs and

CELL files using the CrysTBox Server settings. All the CIFs

and CELL files located directly in the default folder are listed

in the ‘Material’ pop-up menu of each tool, while the files

stored in its sub-folders are accessible via the ‘Material’ text

field. This allows the user to load the most frequently used

materials in two mouse clicks while providing reasonably fast

access even to thousands of files after typing the material

name.

There are also upgrades related to the supported image

files. In response to the increasing popularity of cameras

manufactured by the TVIPS company, images generated by

TVIPS software are supported. CrysTBox is now able to load

scaling details stored in TIFF images in the form of a

proprietary TIFF tag.1 The image resolution and units are then

automatically loaded. This makes processing of these files as

straightforward as when using DM3 and DM4 (Gatan Inc.)

images. If scaling information is not available (or not

supported), the improved scale-bar detector can be useful. In

these cases, the image is automatically checked for a scale-bar

burnt into the image data. If such a scale-bar is present and

successfully parsed, the image is automatically calibrated

during the loading procedure. This allows for an effortless

processing of commonly used formats (TIFF, PNG, JPG etc.).

All the image processing tools allow the image to be

zoomed in and out using a mouse scroll wheel. This zooming

option not only takes effect on the input image but also

typically applies on the partial and final results depicted within

the image and also on the images and image features shown in

manual adjustment procedures – manual adjustment of ring

center or intensity background in ringGUI, diffraction spot

adjustment in diffractGUI etc.

3.1. CrysTBox Server

CrysTBox Server, an application used for launching indi-

vidual tools either by the user or by external programs, now

offers a batch processing option. Images which are not

expected to require any human intervention during the

analysis can be queued and evaluated automatically. The

results of diffractGUI or ringGUI analyses are then stored in

an HTML report for each analyzed image.

3.2. cellViewer

The most obvious change in the cellViewer visualization tool

(Fig. 2) is related to the two main views (Figs. 2a and 2d),

originally depicting a simulated diffraction pattern on the left

and atomic structure on the right. The content of both views is

no longer fixed, but can be changed by the user. Moreover, a

stereographic projection and inverse pole figure (IPF) is newly

available, allowing the user to select one of the four possible

contents (see Fig. 3) for each view. The interactivity and

interconnectivity between the contents of the two views is

preserved. A crystallographic plane or direction selected in

one view is immediately visualized in the other view, no matter

what is depicted in one or the other. For instance, one click

into an IPF is enough to see the corresponding plane or

direction within the atomic structure. Furthermore, the

colored IPF can be visualized in the atomic structure, allowing

the user to understand the relationship between the two. The

contents of each view can be easily controlled via a context

menu (Fig. 2f) invoked by a right mouse click.

Another new ability is the visualization of Kikuchi lines.

These can be shown not only in the diffraction pattern (Fig. 2a)

but also superimposed upon the atomic structure (Fig. 2d) and

stereographic projection. To prevent having the view over-

shadowed by a large number of unnecessary lines, the user can

select those to be shown. After clicking on any Kikuchi line,

the corresponding plane system is identified and highlighted in

all views and vice versa – if any plane system is selected, the

corresponding Kikuchi lines are highlighted.

The last major change in cellViewer relates to the crystal-

lographic calculator. Its interface has been changed (Fig. 2g),

computer programs
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Figure 2
User interface of cellViewer – a visualization tool. Visualization of
Kikuchi lines in a diffraction pattern and atomic structure is depicted. (a)
Left view; (b) selector of available contents for the left view; (c) selector
of available contents for the right view; (d) right view; (e) tabs with basic
settings; ( f ) context menu invoked by clicking the right mouse button on
the diffraction pattern; (g) information tabs – the active tab shows a new
interface of the crystallographic calculator.1 Tested for TemData structure Version 2 and higher.



allowing the listing of results in tables and the copying of

output to the clipboard for further processing. The existing

functions involving calculation of individual interplanar

distances and angles, conversion between Miller and Bravais

notation, and calculation of Bragg angle, structure factor and

extinction distance now include a d-spacing table or a set of

functions concerning symmetry groups.

3.3. diffractGUI

The tool called diffractGUI (Fig. 4) is intended for auto-

mated processing of HRTEM images, as well as spot and disc

diffraction patterns. Only minor changes to the functionality

of this tool have been made. One such change allows the user

to adjust the detected diffraction spots before a regular lattice

is found by the RANSAC algorithm. Spots can be added,

removed or repositioned, allowing the user to evaluate the

most difficult micrographs semi-manually. Another new

feature relates to HRTEM images. After being analyzed in

diffractGUI, they can be passed to gpaGUI for geometric

phase analysis (see x4.3).

3.4. ringGUI

Compared to the previously mentioned tool, there was

more room for improvement in ringGUI (Fig. 5). This tool,

which was intended for ring diffraction analysis, was therefore

subject to many changes – some of them improving current

functionalities, others offering new visualization or analytical

options.

The beam-stopper segmentation is a crucial step in the ring

diffraction processing. The original detectors were designed

for specific beam-stopper shapes and failed in more general
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Figure 4
User interface of diffractGUI – spot and disc diffraction analysis – while
processing a diffraction pattern depicting h.c.p. Ti. (a) Input image
details; (b) visualization of partial and final results in the input image; (c)
button launching the whole analysis; (d) ability to pass the results to GPA;
(e) buttons launching individual steps of the analysis and basic settings;
( f ) manual adjustment of detected spots; (g) parameters of the lattice
found by RANSAC; (h) parameters of chosen solution; (i) visualization
of assignments between the theoretical and experimental d spacings; ( j)
drop-down menu with possible solutions (zone axes).

Figure 3
Four visualizations available in cellViewer, demonstrated on Mg. (a) Simulated diffraction pattern; (b) atomic structure with highlighted IPF; (c)
stereographic projection with highlighted IPF; (d) IPF. The red plane system (100) visible in (b) is visualized as red circles in (a), (c) and (d), while blue
crosses in (c) and (d) correspond to the direction of [0.98 0.16 0.12], depicted as a blue line segment in (b).

Figure 5
User interface of ringGUI – a ring diffraction analysis tool – while
processing a diffraction pattern depicting MgO. (a) Input image details;
(b) visualization of partial and final results in the input image; (c) peak
plot and visualization of assignment between theoretical and measured
d-spacing values; (d) button launching the whole analysis; (e) buttons
launching individual steps of the analysis procedure and basic settings;
( f ) manual adjustment of ring center; (g) manual adjustment of
background; (h) instruments for enhancement of the input image; (i)
settings of the peak plot; ( j) details of selected ring; (k) multi-phase
analysis tab.



cases. A more robust method was needed, therefore. As can be

seen in Fig. 6, the improved algorithm performs well on

different shapes in various intensity conditions. The new

segmentation method is not limited to ringGUI. It can be used

in diffractGUI as well, although it should be noted that beam-

stopper detection is not generally required prior to a spot or

disc diffraction analysis. The detectors used in the previous

CrysTBox version are still available.

Another important step is localization of the ring’s center.

Although the automated algorithm remained untouched here,

the user can adjust the center position manually (Fig. 5f).

To increase the robustness of the background extraction

from an intensity profile, a new method is employed. It should

cope with a saturated signal and perform better in the central

region of the image where the decrease of the signal intensity

is steep and even a small declination of the background from

the signal can result in a high ‘artificial peak’. If the automated

extraction fails, a manual background adjustment is newly

available (Fig. 5g).

After the image analysis is completed, there are new ways

to visualize the results. The originally published quadrant

visualization depicts plane indices connected to the corre-

sponding rings via connector lines in the top-right quadrant of

the input image as shown in Fig. 5(b). A new option was added

to overlay the image data with the theoretical rings, either in

the input image or in the quadrant visualization. Moreover,

the results can be shown half-and-half, depicting the theore-

tical rings on a black background in the left half with the image

data being shown in the right half. Optionally, the theoretical

rings can be labeled with the plane indices. The theoretical

rings as well as those detected in the image can be clicked on,

resulting in the details being printed in an appropriate GUI

panel (Fig. 5j). The intensity of a theoretical ring is propor-

tional to its structure factor – the brighter the ring, the higher

the structure factor. Theoretical rings displayed in the afore-

mentioned visualizations can be specified. This feature allows

the user to include or omit forbidden reflections, or rings

below or above a certain d-spacing threshold, and to select or

deselect individual reflections.

In contrast to the original version, the new release allows

for an analysis of patterns depicting multiple phases at once

(Fig. 5k). The user needs to provide a list of involved materials.

Then, ringGUI assigns each ring detected in the image to the

closest theoretical reflection belonging to one of these mate-

rials. All the previously mentioned visualizations are available

in this mode. The multi-phase version of the quadrant visua-

lization includes the name of a particular phase next to the

plane indices. If the theoretical rings are shown, they are not

shaded according to the structure factor, but they are colored

with respect to the phase they correspond to. It should be

noted that this kind of analysis requires accurate camera

length calibration or a correctly determined calibration coef-

ficient, and even then a certain amount of human effort may

be needed to acquire and verify the results.

The only important but still lacking functionality of

ringGUI is a correction for a significant elliptical distortion.

However, many tools addressing this problem are generally

available (Mitchell & Van den Berg, 2016; Hou, 2008; Lábár,

2009).

4. New tools

The following subsections are dedicated to three newly

introduced tools.

4.1. ifaceViewer – interface visualization tool

The tool called ifaceViewer has been developed to address

user demands for a capability similar to cellViewer but able to

computer programs
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Figure 6
Images depicting beam stoppers (highlighted in green) acquired on
different microscopes in various conditions. (a) Device: JEOL 2100HR;
material: Fe and cementite (courtesy of K. Goulas); (b) device: JEOL
1200FX; material: Mg; (c) device: FEI Tecnai TF20 X-Twin; material:
MgO; (d) device: JEOL 2200FS; material: Ag (courtesy of A.
Michalcová).

Figure 7
User interface of ifaceViewer depicting the �5 coincidence site lattice
(CSL) in Al. Coincidence is represented by red atoms. (a) Basic
information about Phase 1 and a small view depicting its unit cell; (b)
basic information about Phase 2 and a small view depicting its unit cell;
(c) tabs with advanced settings and controls – ‘Interface’ tab active; (d) a
large view showing the interface in one of four available modes (see
Fig. 8).



show two phases and their interface. The tool can show a

crystal interface from different perspectives, highlighting

coincident atoms and visualizing or identifying atomic planes

or directions in one phase or another.

4.1.1. Input. The user is required to define the materials of

the two phases, their orientations or mutual misorientation,

and a planar interface between them. Similarly to other

CrysTBox tools, the material can be specified via CIFs or

CELL files. The orientation of the two phases can be specified

via planes or directions that are parallel in the two phases, via

Euler angles or rotation matrices, or using coincidence site

lattices (CSLs) and associated � values. The CSL misor-

ientations are available for cubic, hexagonal and hexagonal

close-packed (h.c.p.) structures.

4.1.2. Features. After the required parameters have been

set, three views are used in an ifaceViewer window (Fig. 7) to

show different aspects of the interface. There are two small

views on the left-hand side of the window (Figs. 7a and 7b),

each showing one unit cell of the examined phases. On the

right, there is a large view (Fig. 7d) depicting the interface in

one of four available modes: The first mode depicts the two

unit cells put together and represented by individual atoms

(Fig. 8b). The second mode is rather similar, but each unit cell

is simplified to a wire model (Fig. 8c). A bulk view is also

available, showing a volume of the material divided in two by

the interface plane (Fig. 8d). The number of shown atoms can

be limited by the user via the maximum allowed distance of

the atoms from the interface. This allows the user to inspect

only the interfacial atoms, for instance. In the last mode, a

cross section through the simulated volume perpendicular to

the interface can be visualized (Fig. 8e). The cross-section

thickness and orientation can be controlled by the user.

All three views in the ifaceViewer window are linked

together, so rotating the atomic structure in one view is

instantly reflected in the others, preserving orientation rela-

tionships of the examined interface. Coincident or near-coin-

cident atoms can be highlighted, while non-coincident atoms

can be made transparent or even invisible, facilitating CSL

visualization for an arbitrary misorientation. Furthermore, an

approximate � value can be calculated.

In a similar manner to cellViewer, this tool also allows the

user to select atomic planes or directions in one phase or

another. The plane or direction can be defined either by

providing Miller indices or by selecting atoms using a mouse

click. Planes and directions are shown in all three views and

their indices in the coordinate systems of both phases are

displayed.

4.2. twoBeamGUI – thickness measurement via two-beam
CBED

The TEM sample thickness can be automatically deter-

mined by this tool using a CBED pattern acquired in the two-

beam approximation. Although there are two thickness

estimation methods implemented in twoBeamGUI (Fig. 9),

only one is presented in this paper. One available approach

relies on a linear regression of local minimum positions within

the intensity profile (Allen, 1981). If applied on experimental

data, this approach may require a considerable amount of user

intervention and expertise. Therefore, another approach is

addressed here, allowing for a higher degree of automation

and robustness. It is based on a comparison of the measured

and simulated intensity profiles across the diffraction disc.

4.2.1. Input. The input image is required to depict two discs

of a CBED pattern acquired in a two-beam approximation.
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Figure 9
User interface of twoBeamGUI – tool for an automated foil thickness
estimation demonstrated on h.c.p. Ti. (a) Visualization of partial and final
results in the input image; (b) input image details; (c) button launching
the whole analysis; (d) buttons launching individual steps of disc
detection; (e) thickness analysis controls; ( f ) parameters of the best
found match between the measured and theoretical intensity profiles
together with score plot reflecting the profile match across the whole
thickness range.

Figure 8
Individual visualization modes available in the large view (Fig. 7d) of ifaceViewer demonstrated on the �5 CSL in Al. Coincidence is represented by red
atoms. (a) Unit cells of individual phases as shown in the two small views (Figs. 7a and 7b); (b) two unit cells put together represented by individual
atoms; (c) two unit cells put together reduced to a wire model; (d) bulk view; (e) cross-sectional view.



Those discs should not overlap. For a fully automatic calcu-

lation, the material needs to be specified by a CIF or a CELL

file. If the material is not known, the extinction distance for

the given reflection must be provided.

4.2.2. Algorithm. After the input image is loaded (Fig. 10a),

the transmitted and diffracted discs are automatically loca-

lized (Fig. 10b), cropped out and aligned horizontally, and the

disc profiles are measured taking the whole disc area into

account (Fig. 10c). The procedure of disc detection is

described by Klinger et al. (2015). The distance between the

disc centers is measured and reflection indices are determined,

which allows one to calculate the extinction distance. Knowing

this quantity, a theoretical intensity profile across the

diffracted disc can be calculated according to formula (VII.12)

of Morniroli (2002). This is done for a variety of thicknesses,

typically ranging from 0 to 400 nm. Each simulated profile is

compared with the measured one and their similarity is scored.

This score is plotted as a function of thickness and can be

easily reviewed by the user in the whole thickness range

(Fig. 9f). The thickness estimate achieving the highest score is

printed and marked in the score plot using a cursor, and the

corresponding theoretical intensity profile is shown in the dif-

fraction disc together with the measured one (Fig. 10d and 9a).

4.2.3. Features. The most important benefit of this tool is

the automation. Similarly to other CrysTBox image processing

tools, twoBeamGUI is designed to provide a fast and effortless

analysis. However, user intervention is possible. The trans-

mitted and diffracted discs can be localized manually if

needed.

The score plot (Fig. 9f) allows for an interactive and

comprehensive interpretation of the results. As the analysis is

completed, the best match between the simulated and

measured profile is denoted in the score plot by a cursor, the

corresponding thickness estimate is printed, and the theore-

tical and measured profiles are shown within the diffracted

disc (see Fig. 9a). The cursor can be positioned anywhere

within the examined thickness range. If it is moved, the

theoretical profile within the diffracted disc is updated,

allowing the user to promptly review all high-scored thickness

estimates and their relevance.

Measured intensity profiles in the transmitted and

diffracted discs can be exported for further analysis. The

resulting visualizations depicted in Fig. 10 can be exported as

well.

4.2.4. Computer versus human. The functionality and

reliability of twoBeamGUI were verified using about 30

CBED patterns acquired on an Si sample and analyzed for the

purposes of previous work [further details regarding the

sample or measurements performed are given by Klinger et al.

(2015), Table 1a]. These patterns were evaluated by a human

operator using a method relying on the linear regression of the

local minimum positions in the diffracted profile (Allen, 1981).

It should be noted that the method employed by the human
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Figure 10
Processing of an input image in twoBeamGUI. (a) Input image depicting h.c.p. Ti; (b) detected discs; (c) aligned transmitted and diffracted discs (bottom
row) together with corresponding intensity profiles (top row); (d) diffracted disc together with the measured intensity profile (blue) and that calculated
for a thickness of 139 nm (green).

Table 1
Comparison of TEM sample thickness estimation carried out by a human
and by twoBeamGUI, listed together with absolute and percent
differences.

Human (nm) twoBeamGUI (nm) Difference (nm) Difference (%)

70 70 0 0.0
72 70 2 2.9
120 117 3 2.6
122 121 1 0.8
121 119 2 1.7
132 131 1 0.8
132 131 1 0.8
138 136 2 1.5
169 171 �2 �1.2
174 175 �1 �0.6
178 175 3 1.7
175 178 �3 �1.7
178 180 �2 �1.1
172 174 �2 �1.1
197 196 1 0.5
205 202 3 1.5
198 198 0 0.0
201 199 2 1.0
199 199 0 0.0
200 200 0 0.0
212 212 0 0.0
213 212 1 0.5
216 214 2 0.9
281 281 0 0.0
282 280 2 0.7
279 279 0 0.0
278 278 0 0.0
306 305 1 0.3
283 283 0 0.0
299 301 �2 �0.7
301 301 0 0.0



operator was based on a different evaluation technique from

the one used by twoBeamGUI.

Out of the 31 images tested, 30 were processed in a fully

automatic manner within 15–20 s [analysis performed on a

Lenovo ThinkPad E540, Intel Core i7 (2.3/3.3 GHz) running

on a single core]. In one case, the estimation procedure failed

owing to an obviously misplaced detection of the diffracted

disc. After a manual adjustment of the disc position, the

analysis was completed successfully. The estimates of

twoBeamGUI are compared in Table 1 with those resulting

from a manual analysis. The averaged absolute value of the

difference between the two methods yields a value of 1.26 nm

(0.79%), showing a good agreement.

4.3. gpaGUI – GPA implementation

GPA is a method originally published by Hÿtch (1997),

allowing for a quantification of d spacing, strain or displace-

ment in HRTEM images. A great advantage of this method is

its computational efficiency and the fact that the required

quantity is not reduced to a single number reflecting the image

as a whole. Instead, it is determined for each pixel of the input

image, resulting in a map. Among the disadvantages is the

necessity of human input. The method transforms the input

HRTEM image into an artificial diffractogram using a fast

Fourier transform (FFT). Only a small part of this diffracto-

gram is used to calculate the map – it is just a narrow neigh-

borhood of a selected reflection, everything else must be

masked out. And it is the mask positioning which typically

relies on a higher or lower amount of human input. This takes

time and effort and might not always be precise and accurate.

4.3.1. Input. The only required input is an HRTEM image.

If the atomic planes (or diffraction reflections) are to be

crystallographically identified, the sample material must be

specified via a CIF or a CELL file.

4.3.2. Features. GPA is capable of calculating various

quantities. For calculations involving filtered HRTEM images,

d-spacing length, d-spacing X or Y component etc., only one

reflection needs to be selected and masked. Other quantities,

such as strain or displacement, require two noncollinear

reflections to be selected. For this reason, the analytical

elements of gpaGUI are arranged into two functionally

equivalent groups, each occupying one-half of a vertically

divided window (Fig. 11). Each group consists of a small FFT

image, allowing selection of one reflection (Figs. 11c or 11j),

and a large view showing the selected quantity (Figs. 11f or

11l). The quantity to be shown is selected in a drop-down

menu above the respective large view (Figs. 11d or 11k).

Besides a visual review, the large views allow the user to

explore the shown quantities in two ways. If a point is selected

using a mouse click (Fig. 11m), the corresponding pixel

together with its eight neighbors is shown and their values

displayed (Fig. 11i). Another way of exploring the data is a

region of interest (ROI) defined by a polygon (Fig. 11g). If an

ROI is selected, some statistical information is calculated,

including the ROI area, mean value, standard deviation, and

the median, minimum or maximum value within the specified

area (Fig. 11e).

Unlike other GPA implementations, gpaGUI offers an

automated processing of the input image by diffractGUI

localizing and identifying the diffraction spots. Spots may be

selected manually by clicking within the FFTs. A more accu-

rate, precise and informed method is also offered. If the input

image has been previously analyzed using diffractGUI, the

reflections are exactly localized, crystallographically identified

and cross marked in the FFT view. When a particular cross

mark is clicked, the mask gets positioned accurately and

crystallographic indices of the selected reflection are printed.

The available spots can also be indexed within the FFT,

allowing the user to select the one of interest.

Since the view limits of both large views (Fig. 11f or 11l) can

be synchronized, the tool allows for an intuitive and efficient

visual analysis. For instance, if an HRTEM image is shown on

the left and a strain map on the right, zooming in at some

particular strain feature on the right results in the left view

showing exactly the same region in the HRTEM image and

vice versa. Similarly, the left and right cursors can be

synchronized, allowing for an accurate and comfortable

comparison of the depicted quantities.

5. Conclusions

Upgrades and extensions of the CrysTBox package are

introduced. A wider range of input data is supported and more

analyses are offered. A new analytical tool measuring TEM

computer programs
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Figure 11
User interface of gpaGUI during analysis of an HRTEM image of an Mg
sample. (a) Input image details; (b) button launching diffractGUI analysis
on the input image; (c) left FFT allowing selection of one diffraction spot;
(d) drop-down menu setting what is shown in the left large view; (e)
details about the ROI selected in the left view; ( f ) left large view showing
analyzed HRTEM image; (g) ROI; (h) tabs with basic settings; (i) details
about point selected in right view; ( j) right FFT allowing selection of one
diffraction spot; (k) drop-down menu setting what is shown in the right
large view; (l) right large view showing a d-spacing map; (m) selected
point.



sample thickness is presented and its automation and preci-

sion are experimentally verified. Together with the original

tools, the new functionalities constitute a versatile and

complex suite helpful not only to transmission electron

microscopists but also to the wider crystallographic commu-

nity.
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